We recently combined noncontact mapping and intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) in a single cathetersystem thor permitted detailed, single-beat, 3-0 electricalanatomical imaging of the heart. In the present study we developed a nonfluoroscopic electrode-catheter localization method and integrated it with noncontact electrical-anatomical imaging. The difference in nonfluoroscopic electrode locations compared to ICE was 6.3G.4 mm, while error in reproducibiliry of fhe nonfluoroscopic method was 0.7iI.O mm. Therefore, accurate and reproducible nonfluoroscopic localization and navigation of standard electrode-catheters within true and detailed 3 -0 images of cardiac anatomy is feasible. This approach may facilitate diagnosis of arrhythmias and advance their therapy.
Introduction
Radiofrequency catheter ablation is widely used for treating several types of cardiac arrhythmias. In order to guide the ablation catheter to regions of interest inside the heart and to deliver the therapy successfully, visualizing the underlying anatomy and accurate three-dimensional positioning of electrode-catheters at specific locations on the endocardium are necessary.
The disadvantages of routine fluoroscopy during catheterization include radiation effects, prolonged procedure duration, limited three-dimensional localization of the catheter, and poor reproducibility. New systems achieve accurate and reproducible three-dimensional positioning of electrode-catheters by employing specialized position sensing mechanisms in the catheter [1-41. However, present systems do not provide capabilities for imaging the cardiac anatomy and assumptions must often be made in regards to electrode locations with respect to underlying anatomical structures.
We recently developed a novel cardiac catheter imaging system and tested it in the canine intact beating heart [51. The system was the first to efficiently integrate noncontact electrical and anatomical imaging by combining a custom multielectrode probe and a standard intracardiac echocardiography (ICE) catheter. This noncontact imaging technique accurately reconstructed single-beat endocardial surface electrograms from measured probe electrograms, provided detailed images of cardiac anatomy based on ICE, and digitally fused both modalities to produce realistic, three-dimensional electrical-anatomical images of the beating heart. The objective of the present study was to develop a nonfluoroscopic electrode-catheter positioning method that could be integrated with noncontact electricalanatomical catheter imaging.
Methods

Experimental model
A catheter-system, comprised of a 9-F sheath carrying a coaxial noncontact 64-electrode lumen-probe (outer diameter = 7 mm) on the outside and a central ICE catheter (9 F, 9 MHz) on the inside, was placed inside the heart cavity. Standard, contact electrode-catheters were fixed at various endocardial sites in the LV of 3 dogs and in the RA of 2 other dogs (total = IO different sites). To reconstruct the endocardial anatomy, t k ICE catheter was pulled back inside the sheath in 2-mm steps and twodimensional images were acquired while gating to ECG and respiration. Contact electrode locations and endocardial anatomy were identified by ICE as illustrated in Figure 1 . The coaxial noncontact probe was then catheter localization by ICE. .
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advanced into the bean cavity by-sliding it over the sheath to fixed markers that alignd the probe with the anatomical images. Electrical current pulses (a homing signal) were emitted from the contact tip-electrodes and the generated potentials were simultaneously sensed by all probe elecuodes.
Mathematical model
The probe is comprised of electrodes with coordinates (xi,y,,zi) (k1.2 .__., n), where n is the number of probe The process of localizing the contact electrodes is an inverse problem. Here, we used the least-squares method by minimizing the following function
In the above equation, the iterative formula for computing 
Comparison of measured and computed catheter locations
While injecting the location signal through the endocardial catheter tip, the electrical potential inside the cavity was sensed by the probe electrodes. According to our catheter localization method, all 10 catheter tipelectmdes were nonfluoroscopically localized within the three-dimensional geometry, and were correctly matched with corresponding endocardial anatomy. The difference in nonfluoroscopic tip-electrode locations compared to ICE was 6.3i3.4 nun. One example is shown in Figure 3 .
Reproducibility of catheter location
We tested the reproducibility of our system by selecting two separate current signal cycles, and then 
Discussion
We previously developed a catheter system that combined noncontact cavitary mapping with ICE imaging.
This system permitted virtual electrical-anatomical imaging of the heart. In the present study, we developed a method for localizing navigational electrode-catheters inside the cavity in concert with the electrical-anatomical imaging catheter. Unlike present mapping systems, our algorithm permitted localizing electrode-catheters within the confines of true images of the endocardial anatomy readily available by ICE. With this approach, details of the heartbeat can be related to underlying anatomy, and ablation therapy can be delivered at specific sites more effectively.
Conclusion
The present study demonstrated the feasibility of localizing electrode catheters within true and detailed three-dimensional images of cardiac anatomy during catheterization. Integrating this approach with noncontact electrical-anatomical imaging may facilitate diagnosis of arrhythmias and advance their therapy.
